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'Hurrah!
Dad Got the 
Whole Avery Outfit
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XX7HKN the “whole Avery Outfit” arrives on your farm you can 
V V say good-bye to a lot of expense and look forward to bigger 

crops and more profits. Your work will be easier and more interesting.

The “Whole Avery Outfit” Will Give You
an Avery Tractor for doing your heavy work, such as plowing, pre
paring the seed bed, harvesting your grain crops, and road work,—
an Avery Motor Cultivator for planting and cultivating your corn, 
beans, cotton, and other row crops,—
an Avery Grain-Saving Separator for threshing your grain, clover, 
kaffir corn, rice, etc., and putting it where it belongs, in the 
wagon box and not in your straw stack,—

an Avery Plow in either light or heavy style to fit the soil conditions 
on your farm.

With an Avery Tractor you can attach Instantaneously to any machine, either tor belt driving 
or pulling at the drawbar the coupler Is automatic and the belt pulley is always In place.

entirely in Avery factories and is backed with Avery service through 
Branch Houses and Distributors covering every state in the UnionPower for Every Size Farm

Avery Tractors are built in six sizes. You can get a size 
Avery Tractor to exactly fit your size farm. The five sizes 
from 8-16 h. p. to 411-80 h. p. fit all farms from the average 
up to the largest sizes. The little 5-10 h.p. is built especially 
for small farms or for doing the light work on larger farms.
You can also get an Avery Plow in any size from two to ten bottoms. 
Avery Threshers are built in small, individual sizes as well as for 
large threshing runs. The Avery is the one complete standardized 
line of farming, threshing, and road building machinery. It is built

The Tractor that Turns Kerosene Into Gas
You want a real kerosene burning tractor. That is what you get 
in the Avery. They are the only tractors with a Duplex Gasifier 
fuel system. It does the trick—turns kerosene into gas.
Avery’s are the tractors with the patented sliding frame transmis
sion that makes expensive intermediate gears, shafting and bearings 
unnecessary. The tractors with the renewable inner cylinder walls. 
The tractors with the adjustable crankshaft bearings. The tractors 
with the low-speed tractor motor specially designed for field work 
or belt work, etc.

Write for the Averv Cataloer The Aver? CataloK *hows the complete A very line of■T 9 motor farming machinery in their natural colors and gives
you valuable facts on motor farming. Let us put you in touch with the nearest Averv dealer. Address

CANADIAN AVERY CO., LIMITED 
Western Canadian Distributors MAIN OFFICE, WINNIPEG

Putle II REGINA. CALGARY. SASKATOON SsUmtkn II LEÎHIRIDGE ad CAMROSE

Mctor Farming, Threshing 
and Road Building Machinery

There's a Size Avetylractor 
for Every Size Farm

Five Sizes 
One Desidn 
Standardized


